New Final ⇒ Final Progress ⇒ Refinement.

Attempt.

1. Make the Background White
   - Result
     - Too bright!
     - The edge of cats merges well but the 'card flip' effect is lost
   - Action
     - Keep the original 240 background

2. Merge description and history
   - Solution 1: Chop some of the unimportant lines
   - Solution 2: Use a thinner font for history
   - Result
     - The text chunk is too long (hard to read)
   - Still doesn't look good.
   - Works ok. ✓
   - Action
     - Use regular font for description and light font for history

3. Line width adjustment
   - Use text leading
   - Result
     - No, doesn't work for multi-paragraph.
   - Count text physical length and the number of lines it takes.
   - Yes, works fine. ✓
4. Close button.

5. More details. (Nationality)
   1. Add at after description &
      History block.
   2. Add at the left blank
   3. Hover image to show

6. Credits.

7. Buttons

---

**Attempt**

- Doesn't work well & than clicking anywhere
- Sometimes covers text.
- Too much words (especially for MaineCoon)
- Can't find good fonts
- Screen gets too crowded.
- No, users will get confused.
- Problem: people tend to click on it and close the tab directly.
- Good: No one gets confused.
- Looks not so ugly.
- (Temp) Show details on the left white screen when the "show detail" text is hovered.
- No problem

**Result**

- Keep "click anywhere"
- Add at the bottom right corner.
- Made it thicker and larger.